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ABSTRACT
Requirement engineering is one of the most important phases in
the development process of software and systems. In safety-critical
applications, it is important to support the validation of the requirements with formal techniques to identify and remove flaws. However, requirements are often written in textual documents and their
formalization and validation is not trivial for non-experts in formal
methods. The goal of the OTHELLO P LAY tool is to support formalization of textual requirements and to simplify the use of formal
techniques for requirements validation. The tool combines a formal
verification engine and the Microsoft Word R editor in a single and
consistent environment. A fundamental key in our design approach
is a plug-in-based architecture, which uses the Python language in
conjunction with a Microsoft Word R Add-In. The user can jump
between textual requirements in the Microsoft Word R editor and
the corresponding formal requirements model.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifications—Tools

General Terms
Design, Verification
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1.

OVERVIEW

Complex computer-based systems carry out critical functions in
today’s intelligent buildings, trains, cars, aircrafts, plant control or
spacecrafts. Fundamental steps in the development process of such
systems are the specification and validation of requirements. Formal approaches may help with a deep analysis through the precise
semantics of the requirements. However, the formalization is typically a difficult task and it is often separated from the validation.
OTHELLO P LAY is a new tool, we are developing, to help users
in the formalization of textual requirements in OTHELLO [5], a
new language expressive enough to represent various domains of
interest, yet allowing efficient reasoning capabilities. The tool incorporates techniques presented in a recent series of papers ([3],
[6], and [4]). The work extends the results of the E U R AIL C HECK
project [2] by overcoming some drawbacks of the related tool support [1] (e.g. the traceability and navigability of the linking between natural language requirements written in Microsoft Word R
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and their formal counterpart in OTHELLO).
The integration of the requisite collection and the formalization
tasks within the Microsoft Word R editor was obtained by a hybrid
plug-in-standalone approach: a standalone component handles the
creation and validation of the formal model, and its linking with
the textual requirements; a Microsoft Word R Add-In component
supports the collection of the requirements from a document, each
consisting of a fragment of text, a name and a type. Each requisite
can be linked to a number of formal objects. The two components
are designed to communicate in both directions in order to offer a
seamless formalization procedure to the user. Once a formal model
is composed, the user can proceed to the validation phase.
We implemented the Microsoft Word R Add-in in C# using the
.NET framework and VSTO (Visual Studio R Tools for Office) .
The standalone program is implemented in Python and GTK to ensure portability to other operating systems. For the communication
and synchronization between the two components we use the COM
technology that enables the interoperability between the Microsoft
Word R Add-In and the designer GUI regardless the language used.
The main strength of OTHELLO P LAY is the tight integration with
the Microsoft Word R editor: the formalization phase happens from
inside the Microsoft Word R environment. The seamless extension
of the editor’s GUI allows the user to naturally learn how to use the
tool and avoids to jump among various applications to interleave
editing and formalization of the specifications. Having the formalization tool available while editing, also allows for an early analysis
of partial specifications, thus pushing even further the early validation of requirements. In particular, the user can efficiently loops
between requirement editing, formalization and validation.
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